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ESPaDOnS

Echelle SpectroPolarimetric Device 

for the Observation of Stars at CFHT
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Plan

1. Instrument: What is ESPaDOnS? Use, 

specifications, modes, spectral resolution and coverage

2. How does ESPaDOnS work? With a brief course on 

polarization of light

3. Observations: Calibrations and science

4. Data: Format, reduction with Libre-Esprit and Upena
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What is ESPaDOnS?
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ESPaDOnS

• ESPaDOnS = Echelle SpectroPolarimetric 

Device for the Observation of Stars at CFHT

• Cross-dispersed bench-mounted échelle 

spectrograph + Cassegrain Unit (polarimeter +    

calibration unit + guider camera) + 30m of 

fibers
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ESPaDOnS

• ESPaDOnS = Echelle SpectroPolarimetric 

Device for the Observation of Stars at CFHT

• Cross-dispersed bench-mounted échelle 

spectrograph + Cassegrain Unit (polarimeter +    

calibration unit + guider camera) + 30m of 

fibers

Echelle -> high resolution
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ESPaDOnS

• ESPaDOnS = Echelle SpectroPolarimetric 

Device for the Observation of Stars at CFHT

• Cross-dispersed bench-mounted échelle 

spectrograph + Cassegrain Unit (polarimeter +    

calibration unit + guider camera) + 30m of 

fibers

Bench-mounted -> not attached to telescope, fixed, stable mechanically
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ESPaDOnS

• ESPaDOnS = Echelle SpectroPolarimetric 

Device for the Observation of Stars at CFHT

• Cross-dispersed bench-mounted échelle 

spectrograph + Cassegrain Unit (polarimeter +    

calibration unit + guider camera) + 30m of 

fibers

Cross-dispersed -> orders overlap, so have to be separated with a cross disperser
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ESPaDOnS

• ESPaDOnS = Echelle SpectroPolarimetric 

Device for the Observation of Stars at CFHT

• Cross-dispersed bench-mounted échelle 

spectrograph + Cassegrain Unit (polarimeter +    

calibration unit + guider camera) + 30m of 

fibers

The Cassegrain unit is at the telescope, so it moves around with it
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ESPaDOnS

• ESPaDOnS = Echelle SpectroPolarimetric 

Device for the Observation of Stars at CFHT

• Cross-dispersed bench-mounted échelle 

spectrograph + Cassegrain Unit (polarimeter +    

calibration unit + guider camera) + 30m of

fibers

Fibers go from telescope on 5th floor to Inner Coude room on 3rd floor.
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ESPaDOnS

• ESPaDOnS = Echelle SpectroPolarimetric 

Device for the Observation of Stars at CFHT

• Cross-dispersed bench-mounted échelle 

spectrograph + Cassegrain Unit (polarimeter +    

calibration unit + guider camera) + 30m of 

fibers

• Visitor instrument sponsored by 3 PIs (Donati, 

Catala, Landstreet)
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ESPaDOnS

• Spectroscopy or spectropolarimetry of stars

• Single-object instrument

• Spectral resolution: 68k – 80k

• Spectral coverage: 370nm < λ < 1000nm (3 

gaps in the far red) in 40 spectral orders

• Acquisition and guiding camera; down to 

magnitude V~15-17
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Observing Modes

1.6”

1.6” and 

2.2” for sky

1.6”

ApertureAperture

I + VQU68,000Polarimetry

I68,000Spectroscopy 

Star + Sky

I80,000Spectroscopy 

Star Only

StokesStokesResolutionResolutionModeMode

Astronomers can do plain spectroscopy (intensity as a function of wavelength), or 

spectropolarimetry (polarization for each wavelength). Spectroscopists can get the 
spectrum from their star only, or if the star is very faint, they can get the spectrum of 

the sky too (and then subtract the sky spectrum).
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Readout Modes

1.15 e-/ADU3.0-3.4 e-67sSlow

1.3 e-/ADU4.0-4.5 e-40sNormal

1.7 e-/ADU7.4-7.7 e-25sFast

GainGainReadout Readout 

NoiseNoise

Readout Readout 

SpeedSpeed

ModeMode

Bright stars need short exposures (1-30s), so benefit from Fast readout mode (less 

time wasted); high readout noise gets drowned by signal from bright stars. Faint 
stars can be affected by readout noise if it’s too high, so the lower the noise the 

better; however, to get low noise, the readout speed has to be much slower. Since 

faint stars use long exposures (up to 1800s), a long readout time does not matter 

much.
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ESPaDOnS was delivered July 

2004
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Optical bench for spectrograph
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Thermal enclosure of spectrograph
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Cassegrain Unit Pictures
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Very compact!
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A lot of optics in wheels.
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Spectrograph Pictures
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Spectrograph Bench
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Bench-mounted Spectrograph
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Thermal Enclosure

Access doors in enclosure allow maintenance and repairs.
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Isolating feet (think earthquake!) to dampen vibrations, box (pressure and 

temperature variations are dampened, so spectra are more stable), thermal mat on 
the floor (anything to make the spectrograph more stable).
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How does it all work?
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Cassegrain module
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Cassegrain Module

• Calibration 

section

• Polarimeter 

section

• Guider
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Calibration Lamps                           
in a separate box away from Cass unit

• 2 flat field lamps with 

variable intensities:

� low intensity halogen 

lamp with RED filter

� high intensity bluish 

halogen lamp with BLUE 

filter

• 2 comparison lamps 

(hollow cathode, 

Thorium/Argon, 

Thorium/Neon)

Lamps are in a separate box away from Cass unit (gets hot! Over 40deg!)
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for science only

for lamps 

only

Calibration Optics

For science (ie: stars): we use the ADC (stars become little spectra when at high 

airmass, this compensates for that), the pierced mirror (starlight goes through, the 
rest goes to camera), camera.
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Calibration Optics

for lamps 

only

For calibrations (lamps): light from lamps brought with fibers, prism redirects the 

light down into the instrument. We can add diffuser, polarizers, FP, etc. Light still 
goes through the pierced mirror.
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Guider

• Small commercial CCD camera

• On-axis guiding (on ring of light)

• No color filter (to go deeper)

• Neutral density filter (for bright 

stars)

Camera used to (1) find and center the targets, (2) do telescope guiding.
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Guiding On-Axis

Guiding is done on the ring of light that spills out from the “star hole”. Most of the 

light of the stars gets into the instrument, the rest is used for guiding. Size of hole: 
1.6 arcsec.
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Spectrograph
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Spectrograph Optics

1. optical fibers into  slicer

2. main collimator (produce 
parallel beam)

3. grating (dispersion)

4. main collimator (bounce)

5. flat mirror (fold beam)

6. transfer collimator

7. cross-disperser

8. camera optics (focus)

9. CCD

2

6

3

7

8
1
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Slicer Assembly (Bench)

fiber

bundle

Light brought with fibers and goes first into a slicer.
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Bowen-Walraven Slicer

Slicer: slices the round image of stars into slices that are stacked one on top of the 

other, to make something that looks like a slit. Better than a slit because no light is 
wasted.
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Spectrograph Optics

1. optical fibers into  slicer

2. main collimator (produce 
parallel beam)

3. grating (dispersion)

4. main collimator (bounce)

5. flat mirror (fold beam)

6. transfer collimator

7. cross-disperser

8. camera optics (focus)

9. CCD

2

6

3

7

8
1

Collimators are used to “format” the beam and bring it where it needs to be.
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Main and Transfer Collimators
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Spectrograph Optics

1. optical fibers into  slicer

2. main collimator (produce 
parallel beam)

3. grating (dispersion)

4. main collimator (bounce)

5. flat mirror (fold beam)

6. transfer collimator

7. cross-disperser

8. camera optics (focus)

9. CCD

2

6

3

7

8
1

The grating is what makes a spectrograph a spectrograph.
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Dispersion Echelle Grating

Left: grating looking up. Right: installed grating looks down.
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Spectrograph Optics

1. optical fibers into  slicer

2. main collimator (produce 
parallel beam)

3. grating (dispersion)

4. main collimator (bounce)

5. flat mirror (fold beam)

6. transfer collimator

7. cross-disperser

8. camera optics (focus)

9. CCD

2

6

3

7

8
1

Spectral orders overlap, so we spread them apart using a cross-disperser.
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Cross-disperser

Cross-disperser is just prisms.
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Spectrograph Optics

1. optical fibers into  slicer

2. main collimator (produce 
parallel beam)

3. grating (dispersion)

4. main collimator (bounce)

5. flat mirror (fold beam)

6. transfer collimator

7. cross-disperser

8. camera optics (focus)

9. CCD

2

6

3

7

8
1

At the end of the instrument, camera optics focusses light onto the detector.
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Camera

complex set of 

large optics
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Detector EEV1

2048 x 4608 x 13.5 microns

Left: detector without any of the camera optics installed in front of it. Right: detector 

seen through the camera optics.
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Polarization of light
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Light as an electromagnetic wave 

(EM)

Light is a transverse wave, 

an electromagnetic wave

Light is an electromagnetic wave, with an electric field and a magnetic field. 

Since instruments and detectors detect/see the electric field (and not the 
magnetic field), from now on we will use the electric field only.
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Unpolarized light
(natural light)

Natural light is not polarized. In general, light is not polarized. Something has 

to happen to make the light polarized. Light is actually a train of very very 
very short segments, each is polarized, but we can’t measure those 

individual polarized segments, and we only see the average result: 

unpolarized light. Unpolarized light has not preferred orientation.
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Mathematical description of the 

EM wave (light)

Light wave that propagates in the z direction:

y)t-kzcos(E)tz,(E

xt)-kzcos(E)tz,(E

0yy

0xx

rr

rr

εω

ω

+=

=

Simple general equations to represent light, with a X component, a Y 

component, 2 amplitudes, a cosine, and a phase difference epsilon.
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Vertically polarized light

If there is no amplitude in x (E0x = 0), there is 

only one component, in y (vertical).
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Example of vertically polarized light, just plug the numbers in the equations.
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Polarization at 45º

If there is no phase difference (�=0) and

E0x = E0y, then Ex = Ey

y)t-kzcos(E)tz,(E

xt)-kzcos(E)tz,(E

0yy

0xx

rr

rr

εω

ω

+=

=

The plot shows both the X and the Y components.
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Polarization at 45º

This diagram shows the X and the Y components (see the axis labels), and 

the sum of both components: a sine wave at 45deg. The right panel shows 
what an observer would see through time at a fixed location in space.
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Circular polarization

If the phase difference is �= 90º and E0x = E0y

then: Ex / E0x = cos Θ ,   Ey / E0y = sin Θ

and we get the equation of a circle:
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Main point: circular polarization has a phase difference of 90deg between 

the X and the Y components.
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Circular polarization

This diagram shows both components, the X and the Y (or Z if you read the 

labels), and shows what the 90deg phase is about. 90deg is also a quarter of 
a wavelength.
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Circular polarization

This diagram shows again both components, and the resulting electric field 

vector, which has a fixed amplitude (size) but rotates in space.
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Circular polarization

Movie of circular polarization.
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Elliptical polarization

• Circular polarization + 

linear polarization = 

elliptical polarization

• Tip of electric field 

vector traces an ellipse
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Sources of polarization

• Linear polarization is usually caused by 

scattering (on electrons, or dust grains) in an  

asymetric envelope

• Circular polarization is usually caused by 

magnetic fields

There are major causes of polarization in astronomy: scattering (linear polarization) 

and magnetic fields (circular polarization).
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Stokes parameters

• An ellipse can be represented by 4 parameters

• Light can be represented by 4 parameters

– One for the Intensity (all photons)

– Two for linear polarization

– One more for circular polarization

• Those parameters are called Stokes 

parameters

Main point: Stokes parameters are used for polarization.
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Stokes vector

The Stokes parameters can be arranged in a Stokes vector:
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Main point: the 4 Stokes parameters can be lined up and put in a vector. 

Stokes Q and U are used for linear polarization. Stokes V is used for circular 
polarization.
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Stokes vector

The Stokes parameters can be arranged in a Stokes vector:
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Main point: the 4 Stokes parameters can be lined up and put in a vector. 

Stokes Q and U are used for linear polarization. Stokes V is used for circular 
polarization.
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Stokes vector

The Stokes parameters can be arranged in a Stokes vector:
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Main point: the 4 Stokes parameters can be lined up and put in a vector. 

Stokes Q and U are used for linear polarization. Stokes V is used for circular 
polarization.
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Pictorial representation of the 

Stokes parameters

Σ

∆

Main point: polarization is always calculated from a difference of 2 things 

over the sum of those 2 things.
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(Q,U) to plane of the sky

In the case of linear polarization (V=0):

I

UQ
P

22 +
= 








=Θ

Q

U
arctan

2

1

Θ= 2 cos PQ Θ= 2 sin  PU
N-S   is +Q

45° is +U

E-W  is –Q

135° is –U
Pseudo-vector

Vector

Main point: there is a way to go from the QU Stokes plane to the plane of the 

sky. In the plane of the sky, we have a PSEUDO vector (i.e., with 2 arrow 
tips, so it’s not a true vector), and angles only go from 0 to 180deg. In the 

Stokes plane, we have a true vector, and angles go from 0 to 360deg. North-

South is +Q, East-West is –Q, and we get +U or –U at 45deg.
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Optical components

• Analyzers

– “react” differently depending on polarization of 

incoming light

• Wave plates

– Introduce a delay of a certain number of waves

– Quarter-wave plates transform linear into circular 

and vice versa

– Half-wave plates flip the orientation of linear 

polarization

There are 2 major types of optical components in polarimeters of any kind: 

analyzers and wave plates. Analyzers are crystals with different properties 
depending on the axis we are looking at; the speed of light is different for those 

different axes, and linearly polarized light aligned with one axis or the other will 

come out of the analyzer in a different way.
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Polarimeter 

in Cassegrain module
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Polarimeter Optics
• f/8 telescope beam

• aperture hole (pierced mirror)

• triplet lens to make a parallel beam

• polarization optics (3 rhombs +              
Wollaston prism)

• lens 

• optical fibers

2.2” sky hole

1.6” star hole

Espadons is used at the f8 Cassegrain focus of the CFH telescope. The pierced 

mirror has 2 holes, one for the star, and one for the sky when we want to measure 
the sky in spectroscopy mode.
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Wollaston Prism

The Wollaston prism produces 2 

beams of orthogonal polarization; 

each beam gets to one of the fibers

The Wollaston only works on linear 

polarization.

The Wollaston prism is an analyzer. Ordinary glass show only one image; 

anisotropic crystals (eg calcite) produce 2 images because the crystal reacts 
differently depending if the light is polarization horizontally or vertically.
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Wollaston Prism

The polarization calculations 

revolve around the difference in 

intensity between those 2 beams.
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Fresnel rhombs

• Fixed quarter-wave 

plate in the middle

• Two rotatable half-

wave plate

Other than the analyzer (Wollaston prism), we use wave plates, or 2 kinds: quarter 

wave and half wave.
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Fresnel rhombs

• Fixed quarter-wave 

plate in the middle 

necessary to measure 

circular polarization

• Two rotatable half-

wave plate

The Wollaston prism only works on linear polarization; if we want to analyze circular 

polarization, the Wollaston alone can’t do it, we have to “translate” the circular 
polarization into linear polarization, which is what a quarter wave plate does.
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Fresnel rhombs

• Fixed quarter-wave 

plate in the middle

• Two rotatable half-

wave plate to switch 

the beams around (pixel 

sensitivity differences and 

variable atmosphere)

If the detector sees 2 beams of different intensities, it could because (1) the light is 

polarized, or (2) some pixels are not as sensitive as others. How can we tell the 
difference? We have to switch the beams around, then we can take that into 

account.
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Instrument Calibrations
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Calibrations sets

• Minimum: 3 biases, 1 ThAr, 1 Fabry-Perot, 15-

20 flats

• QSO scheme: as many calibrations as possible 

in the afternoon, a few more in the morning 

(just in case)

• 45-90m in the afternoon, 30-45min in the 

morning

As for any instrument, calibrations are needed to compensate for the fact that the 

detector is not perfect, and to use references (for wavelengths for a spectrograph).
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Flats

• Flat fielding 
(correcting pixel-to-pixel sensitivity differences)

•Finding the 40 orders 

• Fit order curvature

Flats for imagers and spectrographs are used to correct for the fact that each pixels 

has its own sensitivity level to light. For spectrographs, flats can also be used to find 
where the light of (faint) stars is supposed to fall.
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Polarimetric mode:

• star image sliced into 3 slices 

•2 beams of orthogonal 

polarization side by side

RED

BLUE

Red wavelengths are to the left; blue to the right. There are 40 stripes of light: 40 

spectral orders. Each order is curved. The spacing changes (tight orders in the red, 
more spaced in the blue). In polarimetric mode, each order has 2 beams of 

orthogonally polarized light.
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ThAr

• Wavelength calibration

(pixel ↔ λ)

We need to know which pixel corresponds to what wavelength, we use knows 

sources of light with know emission lines to do that.
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Example of comparison exposure used for wavelength calibration.
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Fabry-Perot

• Slit orientation

The “slit” (the stacked slices) has a shape and is not parallel to rows, so we need to 

know its characteristics.
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A Fabry-Perot produces clean sets of well separated images of the “slit”. 
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Data Reduction

Libre-Esprit and Upena
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Libre-Esprit

• 3 main steps: geometry, wcal, polar

• Bias subtraction, flat-fielding, masking of bad pixels, 

wavelength calibration, spectrum extraction, 

polarization calculation, subtraction of continuum 

polarization

• Optimal extraction based on Horne (1986, PASP 98, 609)

and further revised by Marsh (1989, PASP 101, 1032)

• Options: continuum normalization, correction based 

on telluric lines

Libre-Esprit is a reduction package that was delivered with the instrument. It does 

all the reduction needed.
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CFHT’s Upena
(Upena means fishnet)

• Modules broken down in sub-modules

• Parallelized

• Reduction done 4 ways (w/ w/o: continuum 

normalization, correction from telluric lines)

• Info from reduction included in reduced FITS 

file

• Data format: *.s plain text reduced spectra + 

FITS files

CFHT built a higher layer above Libre-Esprit, called Upena. Upena allows faster 

reduction, a better products.
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Bias subtraction

• One bias divided in 8px by 8px squares

• Values in each square averaged

• Grid of averaged values fit in 2 dimensions

• It’s the FIT which is subtracted from all 

exposures

• Bias also used to calculate the readout noise

Some instruments used the average of many biases; a pixel-to-pixel bias 

subtraction is done. Espadons uses one bias only; gradients in the bias level are fit 
and subtracted.
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Geometric calibrations

• Curved orders found using average flat, 

tracked along their whole length, and their 

position is fit with a 2-dimensional polynome

(with a typical rms accuracy of better than 

0.05px)

• Fabry-Perot (FP) exposure does a better job of 

tracking and fitting the shape of the slit than 

the Thorium exposure

For the geometric calibration, we need to find where the light is.
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Geometric calibrations

• Direction and shape of slit fitted by a low 

order 2-dimensional polynome depending on 

both order number and distance from order 

center (for the slit direction) plus a multi-

parametric shift function depending on 

distance from order center only (for the slit 

shape, assumed to be identical for all orders) 
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• New curvilinear coordinate system for each 
order; one coordinate is distance from order 
center, second coordinate is distance along 
the order from the slit position at the first 
pixel of the order

• Comparison frame extracted within this 
curvilinear system to obtain a Th/Ar spectrum, 
with flux as a function of distance along each 
order

Geometric calibrations
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Comparison exposures

• Gaussian fit for each line: if it fails (saturation), that 
line is ignored. 

• Line identification using table and atlas

• Positions fit with a 2-dimensional polynome as a 
function of both order number and distance along 
the order (up to several thousands lines)

• Each line used for calibration of a single order and  
calibration of all orders simultaneously.

• Typical rms precision of the derived wavelength 
calibration at any given pixel is about 150m/s

The comparison exposures are used to figure out where is each wavelength.
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Polarization

• Formulas can be found in the paper Donati et 

al. (1997, MNRAS 291, 58) 

• Detector gain and readout noise are used to 

calculate the noise for each pixel and to 

calculate error bars

• Rejection threshold is given in sigma, and is 

mostly used to reject cosmic rays 

Once we have spectra, the polarization is calculated with simple additions, 

subtractions, and divisions.
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Flat field response

• The Flat field response was computed using a 
spectrum of the Sun taken with ESPaDOnS. 

• After that correction is made, the spectra of a blue 
star (hot) will roughly be a negative slope, with a lot 
of flux in the blue, and less flux in the red, and the 
spectrum of a red star (cold) will have a positive 
slope, with more flux in the red than in the blue. 

• The continuum normalization that follows that step 
will remove the slope to give a flat (horizontal) 
continuum. 
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Continuum normalization

• Typical (or frequent) emission lines found 

mostly in young stars are considered when 

doing the continuum normalization, but if a 

lot of other emission lines are present (other 

type of star), the continuum normalization 

will try to consider those lines, and the result 

might look bad 
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Reduced data

• Spectra provided in text files and in FITS files

• FITS files have all the reduced spectra (and 

polarization if applicable), with error bars

• FITS files also have information from raw files 

and reduction
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FITS files of reduced data contain a lot of very useful information.
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What do spectra look like?
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Whole spectrum 370nm to 1000nm. Water lines (absorption) aka telluric lines 

contaminate the spectrum. The blue part of the spectrum is noisy.
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Zoom 80nm.
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Zoom 40nm.
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Zoom around Halpha. Two orders overlap, and both can be seen (line appears 

thicker). The orders are stitched together quite well here.
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Instensity (bottom), and polarization (top). There is about 1% polarization in the 

Halpha line. Sometimes the signal is each line is very weak and can only be seen if 
hundreds or even thousands of lines are added together.
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Check spectra (N1 N2) are also calculated. They are using the wrong pairs of 

beams to make the “polarization” calculations, and if there is no spurious signal, 
since it’s the wrong pairs of beams, the signal should be zero.
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What is spectropolarimetry used 

for?
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By following a star (and its magnetic field) as is rotates, we can reconstruct the field 

topology. This is an example of a star with a simple dipole configuration.
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This star has a more complex field.
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Summary
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